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NarATION 
trrulsverse displacement , posi tive outwards . 
d isplacement in n direction . 
1 
displacemen t in n di r ect ion . 
2 
monu~nts· per unit length as defined in Fi gure 2 . 
forces per unit l ength as defined in Fi g ure 2 . 
total strains . 
extf~rnal l oads per unit area as defi ned in Figure 2. 
orthogonal coordinates as defined in Figure L 
trrulsverse shear forces pe r unit l e n gth as de-
fifil?;d in Fi gure 2 . 
Pr incipl e r adii of curvature of a s h ell and 
radii of cur vature o f the coordinate curves 
n , 11 • 
1 .2 
cyl indri cal shell mean radius . 
out--of- roundness parameter defined by equa-
tion (4 . 19). 
cylindri cal shell mean thickness . 
arc l engt h_ 
defined in equations (2 . 5 b - c) . 
distance measur ed along a normal from the 
middle surface of a shell. 
Youngs Modulus of Elasticity . 
materi a l viscous coefficients . 
creep exponen t defined by equation (3.4) . 
spherical shell mean radius 
out--of- roundness parameter of spherical shell. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Preface 
The problems of creep deformation and buckling of structural 
members while often addressed in aerospace and chemical engineeri ng 
h~ve, until recent l y, been aphonic design considerations in ocean 
engineering . The rationale being that the ocean , itself, offer s an 
cnvironw~nt very unaccommodating to creep with its relatively low tem-
peratures . FUrther , the general use of creep resistive materi als for 
re l ativel y short per iods of l oading made c reep insignificant in the de':' 
sign of ocean shell structures. Recently , the escal ating d~mand man 
and his s ociety have placed on the ocean in pursuit of its wlderstand-
ing and resources has resulted in a rapid advancement in ocean technology . 
This new technology has generated an increased interest in the creep of 
shell structures . This manifestation of interest has been stimulat ed 
by many events , the greater use of creep p r one materials, a l uminum and 
titanium, the longer duration structures are required to withstand com-
pelling hydrostatic p ressures , and t he need to predict volumetric changes 
due to c reep of shells which have stringent volumetri c design constraints , 
such as the neutrally buoyant and compressible , free floating , current 
measuring SOFAR floats of the rloods Hole Oceanographic I nstitution . 
In the past , the ocean engineer was perplexed with a two part 
di lemma when asked to predict the creep performance o f his des i gn , fi r st , 
find ·~ acceptable analyti cal model for creep deformation of she lls and 
second, locate accurate material constants for l ow temperature creep. 
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The purpose of this paper is to solve the first dilemma of 
developing a simple analytic technique to predict creep deformati on of 
two conunon shell s of revolution , the cylinder and complete sphere , suit-
able to oceanic applications and which will be useful in preliminary 
stages of design and may be adequate for final design . Finally , to dis -
cover if creep buckling is a phenorenon that needs to be acti vely con-
s i dered i n the design of long term ocean she ll structures . 
1. 2 Historical Re viow 
A literary search of the existing literature reveals that few 
published works have been transcribed which are directly applicable to 
conditions experienced in the ocean. Most papers deal with columns , 
p l ates or cy l indrical shells loaded in axial compression . A number of 
investigator s have attempted solutions for the creep behavior of thin 
cylindr ical she lls loaded under uniform external pressure . To the best 
knowledge of this author , no paper has been published dealing with the 
creep performance of a complete spherical shell l oaded under external 
pressure. 
The author ' s dealing wit~ cylindrical she lls use a variety 
of simplifications. but do have an assemblage of assumptions common to 
all their analyses. These similar assumptions include: 
(a) thin shell assumption , so that the radial stress compo-
nent i s negligible in comparison to tile in-plane stress components 
(b ) only the effect of secondary creep , according to Odquist ' s 
l aw (1937) are considered 
(c) buckling is not defined in the bifurcation sense , but 
rather as a state of progress ive accelerated growth rate of the displ acel!lent 
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field , creating unfavorable strain distribution and leading to full 
structural failure. 
(d) initial imperfections of a shell cause eccentricity of 
loading, thus serving as a lt3ver arm for c?mpressive in- plane forces , 
which in turn increases the bending moment, which in turn , increases the 
rate of curvature change 
(e) an assumed solution of an infinite trigonometric series , 
either a complete or partial Fourier series . 
Hoff , et a1 (1959) used a sandwich model , in which the outer 
skins support membrane and b13nding stresses and the core supports shear 
without deformation . The s Wldwich model avoids complications in the 
superposition of compressive and bending stresses due to the non-
linearity of the creep law . Further , a quasi- elliptical initial imper-
fection was assumed . Sarnuel!30n (1970) developed a numerical solution 
for non- uniform external loads. Sankaranarayan (1969) generated a solu-
tion for creep deformation o :f cylindrical shells under combined lateral 
and axial pressures for a ma1:erial that adheres to the Tresca criterion . 
Berman, et al (1974) presented a numerical analysis for a cylindrical 
shell infinitely long, so thilt, a state of generalized plane strain exists. 
As did Hoff, Berman assl.L'TIed t:hat the initial imperfection is quasi-ellipticaL 
Penny and Marriott (1969) have carried out the only known, but 
rather special analysis of cl~eep deformation of a spherical shell. They 
explored snap through of a spheri cal b oss point loaded. 
All analyses emphasize the fact that initial imperfections 
play a most important role in creep bUckling . That, buckling stems 
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from the accelerated growth of these initial imperfections in an otherwise 
uniform initial displ acement field . 
L J Method of Analysis 
The conviction that creep buckling stems from the growth of 
small imperfections in the otherwise uniform initial displacemen t field 
suggests the use of a pertu.ibation method of solution as first developed 
by Abrahamson and Goodier (1962) for dynamic plastic problems . The 
method assumes an axisynunetric dominant so l ution in which buckling does 
not occur and a perturbation solution in which the influence of bending 
is significantl y greater than the in-plane forces thereby giving rise 
to inextensible buckling. 
Due to the axisymmetry of the dominant displacement field of 
the shell of revolution , only the transverse displacement field consists 
of a dominant and perturbati,::>n part, while the in-plane displacements 
ha ve only a perturbation part so that 
wen , n , t) = w(t) + w' (n , n , t) ( l.la) 
1 2 1 2 
urn 
1 ' n 2' 
t) = u' (n , n , t) 
1 2 
( l.lb) 
and 
v(n , n , t) = v ' (n , n , t) (1. lc) 
1 2 1 2 
respectively, with perturbation parts delineated by primes and dominant 
parts by bars. 
In turn , to remain consistent , the shear strain and twisting 
curvature change have only pHrturbation parts while the membrane strains 
and bending curvature changes have both dominant and perturbation parts . 
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Similarly, the shear forces imd twisting moments have just perturba-
ticn parts while normal forces and bending moments have both dominant 
and perturbation parts 
N (n , n , t) N (t) + N' (n , n , t) (L2a) 
1 1 2 ] 1 1 2 
N (n , n , t) = N (t) + N' (0 , n , t) (l.2b) 
2 1 2 " 2 1 2 ,-
N (0 , 0 , t) = N" (0 , n , t) = N (0 , 0 , t) (1.2c) 
12 1 2 12 1 2 2 1 1 2 
M (0 , 0 , t) = M (t) + 1·1 ' (n n , t ) (l.2d) 
.1. 1 2 , 1 1 2 
M (n , n , t) = M (t) + M' (n , n , t) (l.2e) 
2 1 2 " 2 1 2 
" 
and 
M (n 
1 ' n 2 ' t) = M' (n , n , t) = -M (n , n 2' t) (1.2f) 12 12 1 2 21 1 
The material comprising the shell is isotropic, incompressible 
and homogeneous. The initiaJ. elastic response is considered to be infini-
tesimal. No initial shape oj: irrperfections is inferred. Further, the 
assemblage of assumptions common to past analysis , (a) - (e) on page 11 
i s assumed. 
The analysis will present non-linear equilibrium, strain-
curvature relations and constitutive equations for linear and non-
linear visco-elastic materials for an arbitrary shaped shell. The 
reduction of these relations ... ,ill be carried out for the infinite cylinder 
and the complete sphere . 
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2. BASIC RELATIONS FOR THIN SHELLS 
2 .1 Introduction 
The succeeding r elations were developed by Walters and Jones 
(1972)_ They were derived wi~~ the aid of differential geometry as 
discussed in Kraus (1967) and are valid for any thin arbitrary shell 
which has lines of principle curvature aligned \"i th the parametric 
1ine5_ 
2 . 2 Shell Coordinates - Differential Geometry 
The coordinates of point P on the middle surface of a shell, 
the reference s urface , are defined in Figure 1. r is the position 
vector which is a function of parametric lines n 
1 " . 2 
~ is the W1it 
normal vector. The positi on vector can be expressed as 
A r c: X . l. + 
1 
x'k' 
3 
A /:'\ A 
where i , J , and k are the unit vectors in the 
respectively. 
(2.1) 
x , x , x directions , 
1 2 3 
As demonstr ated in Kraus (1967) I the magnitude of the prin-
ciple curvatures are the roots of the following quadrati c equation 
(2.2) 
where 
E""r~ · r , 
1 
r~=r , r , ( 2 . 3b) 
1 2 
(equal to zero when ~ is orthogonal to ~ ) 
1 2 
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G = r , . r , ( 2 . 3c) 
2 2 
H = (EG-F2 ) " ( 2 . 3d) 
A-
L '" n or , (2.3e) 
11 
A _ 
M= n ' r , (2.3f) 
12 
(equal t o zero when n and n coincic;1e wi t h the lines of curvature ) 
1 2 
A N == n or , 
22 
( 2 . 3g) 
wi th 
r , Xr , 
1 12 
" 
(2 . 4) 
Equations 5 (a-d) are referred to as the first fundamental magn i tudes 
while equa tions See- g) are ca l led the second funda~ntal magnitudes. 
I f n and n are orthogonal , then F equals zero , the 
1 2 
elemental area can be expressed as 
(2 . 5a ) 
where 
A = (E)" ( 2 . Sb) 
and 
(2 .·5c) 
2 . 3 Strain- Curvature Re l ations 
A tensor formulation and the usual assumptions of shel l 
theory , (eg . Kraus (1967» have been empl oyed by Walters and Jones (19 72) 
to show that the strains in the t h in shell may be written 
-16-
e ~ £ + ". 
(2 . 6a) 
11 1 1 
e = £ + ". 
(2 . Gb) 
22 2 2 
and 
0 + 0 = Y + 2SK (2 . Gel 
12 21 0 12 
where the membrane strains are 
u , A, v (w , )2 
1 2 ~+ 1 £ = --+ -- + 
1 A ~ R 2A2 1 
(2 . 7a) 
v , 8, u (w, ) 2 
2 1 w 2 
£ = - - + --+ -+ 
2 8 ~ R 282 2 
(2.7b) 
and 
w, w, 
A u B v 1 2 
Yo = _.(-) + -(-) + B A , A 8 , AB 
2 1 
(2.7c) 
and the curvature changes are 
w, A, w, 
1 u 1 2 v 2 
• = 
_ .(- - -) + - ' - (- - -) 
1 A R A , AB R 8 
1 1 2 
(2.7d) 
w, ", w" 
1 v 2 , 1 u 1 
• = 
_.(- - -) + -(- - -) 
2 B R B ~ R A 2 1 
(2.7e) 
and 
w, w, 
A u 1 B v 2 2. = - (-- --), + -(- - -) 
12 B AR A2 2 A BR B2 1 2 
1 
(2.7f) 
Note that y is the total shear strain while K is one-half the total 
o 12 
twist curvature change 
The Love- Kirchhoff assumption has been invoked in the 
derivation of these equations . 
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2.4 Equilibrium Equations 
The typical shell differential element illustrated in Figure 2 
will have a rate of internal energy dissipation. 
w. = Jr.NE:. +N& +N y +MK 
J.nt s L 1 1 2 2 12 0 1 1 
. 
+ M K 
2 2 
+ 2M ~ ]dS 
12 12 
(2 . 8) 
where s i s the total Wldeforrned area of the middle surface of the 
arbi trary thin shell . Now , equating the rate of internal energy dis-
sipation to the rate of external work (i.e., using the principle of 
virtual velocities) , a consistent set of equations of equilfbrium is 
obtained . 
A13p - N B , + (N A) , + (N B) , + N A, 
1 2 1 12 2 1 1 12 2 
(M B) , M B , (M A) , M A , 
1 1 2 1 12 2 12 2 
+ + + m a (2 . ga) R R R R 
1 1 1 1 
ABp - N A , + (N B) , + (N A) , + N D, 
2 1 2 12 1 2 2 12 1 
(M A) , M A , (M B) , M B , 
2 2 1 2 12 1 12 1 
+ + + = a (2 . 9b) R R R R 2 2 2 2 
and 
NAS 
N AS C Dw , ) (N2:W " }. 2 1 2 1 1 ASp - --- --+ + R R A ' 3 1 2 1 
+ (N w, ) , + (N w, ), + [ (M':) 'l 
12 2 1 12 1 2 
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[M,A),,] ( A,) (M B') I' I' 1 + , + 2 , + 2 B ' 2 B 2 A 1 
+ 2H 
_(M1>}2 -("':'}I 0 (2 . gel • 12,. I' 
Inertia terms are disregardE~d since creep is assumed to be a very pro-
tracted deformation process 
3 . CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS 
3.1 Linear Visco- elastic Material 
The appropriate model to simulate secondary creep during the 
application of a step function load is the Maxwell model illustrated 
in E'igure 3a . The strain ai:: all times is the swn of the elastic strain 
component , and viscous strain component. The stress in the viscous 
and elastic elements are always equal. 'I'hus , from the equation of 
equilibrium the following e)~ression for strain rate is found , 
(eg., Drucker 1967) 
e (3.1) 
During application. of the step function load , the motion of 
the dashpot is negligible. Hence , the initial strain is the elastic 
stretch of the spring . As time procedes, the model will continue to 
creep steadily at the rate of ole as shown in Figure 3b. 
The relation for the linear Maxwell model can be written 
in tensor notation as, (eg . , Drucker 1967) 
e .. 
>J 
(l-2v) 
+ E 
-19·' 
°kk 
-=63 . . >J 
l Sij 
+ 2 C (3.2 a ) 
where 
0 c 0 + 0 + 0 KK II 22 33 
ok!< 
S .. = O •• 
- ~ij >J >J 
0i j kronecker delta 
and E, C are material elastic and viscous constants 
respectively. Since superposition of hydrostatic stresses is assumed 
to cause no further straining, equation (3.2a) reduces to 
+ .! Sij 
2 C 
(3.2b) 
Inverting equation (3 . 2b) and performing the proper intergration reveals 
the linear viscous constitutive equations , aft e r the initial elastic 
response, that i s , disregarding the elastic behavior, for a thin shell as 
N (l(E 1 • = + - £ ) 
1 1 2 2 
(3.3a) 
1 
· N = 0(£ + - £ ) 
2 2 2 I 
(3.3b) 
• 
. 
N = N = 
"3 YO 12 21 (3.3c) 
F;(K 1 · M = + -K ) 
I 1 2 2 
(3.3d) 
. 1 
· 
" 
= F;(K + -K ) (3.3e) 
2 2 2 I 
and 
. 
" 
= -M = F;K (3.3f) 
12 21 12 
where 
a = ~. 3 n 
I; Ch
3 
= 9 
and 
-20-
'. 
3.2 Non- Linear Visco-Elastic Haterial 
Secondary creep for the non-linear visco- elastic material 
can be, as in the linear case, represented by a Maxwell model where 
o 
_. + 
E 
This model does not simulate primary creep and has a poor 
response to variable stress conditions. 
Assuming that the creep strains are dependent on loading 
history, the Prandtl-Reuss I :ncremental relations can be used for the 
non- elastic part 
3 de* 
= 2~ij 
where 
a* and e* are effective stress and strain based on Von 
Hises criterion 
where 
0* :L [<0' -0' ) 2 + (0 ) 2 (0 )2 = -0 + -0 
1:2 11 22 22 33 33 11 
+ 6 (T 2+T 2 +T 2)] ~ 
12 23 31 
e* = .l:.... [(e -e ) 2 + (e -e ) 2 + (e - 0 )2 1:'2 11 22 22 33 33 11 
+- 6(y 2+y 2+y 2)] ~ 
12 2 3 31 
(3.4) 
(3. Sa) 
(3 . Sh) 
(3.Sc) 
Norton I S Law for s(~condary creep under 'a uniform constant load 
i s expressed as 
de' 
'~M 
o 
= I( dt , (3 . 6) 
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Hence. one can substitute (3.6) into equation (3 . 5) and find 
*M- l 3 0 
2 -'-;;Kc- S i j (3 . 7) 
which is Odquist 's Law for secondary creep . (eg .• Odquist (1956». 
By assuming that the effective stress remains constant across 
the shel l t hickness. equatiun (3 . 7) can be inverted and intergrated to 
yield the non-linear constitutive relations while neglecting the 
elastic effects (Penney and .Mariott 1971) 
N 
* (l-M) . 1 ) (3.8a) 
-
!kJ ( E + E 
1 11 2 22 
* (l-H) • 1 ) ( 3 . Bb) N ~ 00 (E:. + -E 
2 22 2 11 
*(l- M) 
N N 00 (3 . 8el ~ ~ Yo 12 21 3 
* (l-M) . 1 ) (3. ad) M ~ to (K + -K 
1 11 2 22 
* (l-M) • 1 . M = /',;0 ( K + - K ) (3.8e) 
2 22 2 11 
M = -M ~ '* (l-r-t> • ,0 K (3.8f) 
12 21 12 
where 
n = ~Kh 3 
Kh 3 , ~ 
9 
Note. that if 1"1 equals one , the l inear case , these constitut ive 
relations reduce to the linear relations, equation (3 . 3) . 
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4. INFINITELY LU~G CYLINDRICI~ SHELL 
4.1 Introduction 
The objective of the following section is to r educe the 
general equations for an arbitrary shaped shell to the particular case 
of an infinitely l ong , thin cylinder. The perturbation solution for 
transverse deflection is assumed to be a FourieJ: cosine series 
n=O 
A (t) cos ne 
n 
4.2 Basic Cylindrical Shell Equations 
4 . 2 .1 Differentia l Geometry 
(4.1) 
Defining x as n and a as n , as illustrated in Figure 4, the 
1 2 
position vector equals 
and 
r· xi' + asinej' + acosek' 
The principle CUrvature magnitudes are 
* K "" 0 
X 
and the differential area is 
where , 
A "" 1 
and , 
B;:: a 
4 . 2 . 2 Strain Curvature Relations 
Equati ons (2.7 a-f) reduce to 
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(4 . 2a) 
(4.2b) 
(4.2c) 
(4.2d) 
E = u ' x x + 
1 
'2 w' x 2 (4 .3.) 
w, • 
2 
1 (v, e (4 .3b) E. = + W + --I a 2a 
u , • w'xw, 8 
(4.3c ) Yo = --+ v , + • x a 
< = - W/ xx (4.3d) x 
1 (v, e 
- W toe ) 14 . 3e) K. = 
.2 
and 
2< 1 lv , 2W , xS) (4 . 3f) = -xa a x 
'l'he time derivativ'€s of (4.3a- f) are 
E = u'x + W, w, (4 . 4a) x x x 
1. (v . 8 
1 • 
14.4b) Ea = + w + -;;-'11 ' 6'11'8) a. 
1 1 . . 
Yo s a u'a + v, + (w'xw's+w'sw'x ) (4.4c) x a 
K = 
x 
- w 
' xx 
(4.4d) 
1 (V'S - w, 8a) ( 4 . 4. ) Ka = 
.2 
and 
1. . . 2< = (v, - 2'11 , ex) (4.4f) 
xa a, x 
4. 2 .3 Equilibri um Equations. 
Equations (2 . 9 a-c) yield i n- plane equations 
apx + N + al< = a (4 . Sa) x 8 , e X, x 
and 
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aP6 + aNx6 ,x + N6 , a + 
and transverse equation 
!oM 
a e,6 + M x 6 ,x 
ap .. - N8 + a (N w, + N w,) 
~ x xx X , X x 
+ N 8 w' o + N 8 w, + aM x , x x ,6 x x, xx 
= 0 
M6 ,66 
+ + 2M = 0 
x6,x6 a 
4 . 3 Buckling Solution 
(4.Sb) 
(4.5c) 
For the axisymmetri c loading of an infinitely long cylinder , 
the following assumptions are stipulated : 
(1) l oading is axisymmetric, thus the dominant solution has 
no () dependence and Pe =: Px = a 
(2) plane strain conditions exist, N 
x 
N8 
2 
(3) transverse displacement, forces and moments do not vary 
significantly with the longitudinal, x , direction , hence both the dominant 
and perturbation sol utions are independent of x. 
The equilibrium equations simplify to dominant equation of 
N8 
P - - = 0 
• a 
(4.6a) 
and perturbation equation of 
o (4.6b) 
The dominant · rates of membrane strains are 
(4.7a) 
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and 
w E:a = a 
and the rate of curvature change become 
K = a 
x " = 0 B 
(4 . 7b) 
(4.7c) 
"xa = 0 
Assuming inextensi:ble buckling the perturbation membrane strains 
are zero and the curvature changes are simplified to 
. 
K ' 
X 
. 
K' B 
= 0 
,, ' = a xB 
4.3.1 Linear Visco- Elastic Case 
(4 . 7d) 
(4 . 70) 
(4.7£) 
Substituting the e.onstitutive relations (3 . 3 a - f) into 
(4.6a) reveals a dominant tr,ansverse displacement rate of 
w = (4.8) 
The perturbation solution (4. 6b), with the a ssumption of 
inextensible buckling (E ' = E' = E' = 0), becomes 
x a x8 
. 
(xww ' ' e e - E;/a(w ' '68 + w' ' 08 6e) = 0 . (4.9) 
Substi tuting the a~;;sumed solution for w' , (4.1), i n to equation 
(4.9) yields a first order , ordinary differential equation of constant 
coefficients. 
(4.lOa) 
where 
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Thus: 
where 
Defining 
A :z amplification function 
n 
-aaw 
X • I; (4 . 10b) 
A C exp ( Xt ) = n n (n2_1) (4 . 11) 
C = an arbitrary constant dependent on the 
n 
initial imperfections . 
l' = Xt 
c 
one can plot An/Cn versus l'c to discover the critical mode '("edt) ' 
Figure 5 reveals that the elliptical mode , n equal to 2 , is the critical 
mode. The growth of the critical amplification function i s displayed 
in Fi gure 6 . 
4.3.2 Non-Linear Visco-Elastic Case 
Combining the equilibrium equation (4 . 6 a-b) and the non-
linear constitutive equations (3 . 8 a-f) generates a dominant transverse 
displacement rate of 
(4 .12) 
The perturbation equation is transformed to 
n;;;.., . , eo - (4 . 13) 
Note , if creep exponent M equals one , equation (4.13) reduces to the 
linear equation (4 . B) . 
Substituting the assumed solution for w', equation (4 . 1), into 
equati on (4 . 13) yields a first order ordinary differential equation of 
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constant coefficients. 
where 
and 
hence 
A ~ amplification functi on 
n 
x - a!lw = I; 
( T ) A C c = exp n n (n 2- 1) 
(4 . 14a) 
(4 . 14b) 
( 4 . 15) 
where C is an arbitrary con.stant dependent on initial imperfections 
n 
and 
"[ ::: xt 
c 
As in the linear case , the e l liptical mode is critical. 
In the formulation. of the analysis, it was assumed that the 
effective stress remained constant, however , as the perturbation solu-
ticn of transverse displacenent grows , the effective stress increases . 
To overcome this problem one can divide the deformation process into a 
finite number of time segments in which the effective stress is consi dered 
constant . This operation ge:nerates a pie cewise approximation of the 
transverse deflection. 
Plane strain condi tions al lows the effective stress to be ex-
pressed as 
0 * ::: 0 . 866 (Oe + 0 ' e) (4 . 16) 
where 
which reduces to 
a ' B 
Defining 
2 Kh 0 1r(I-N)~ , 
a2 . 
0 * 
0 * 
o 
the perturbation solution becomes 
and 
where 
T 
w' = C exp (-.£ III (M- I), cos28 
n 3 
w' = ~ ( M-l) 
3 
T 
-.£ Wi 
t 
The effective stress becomes 
p a ( 0 11' "" . 866 : 1+6Jl1 (N-I) (~~) 
a lr = C /a (initial out of roundness pa-
n 
rameter « 1) . 
The i ni tial e ffecti ve stress is 
T "" X t 
c 0 
x = initial val ue of X 
0 
p~ a 
0* = .866 (1 + 6 (a) a.*) 
0 h h 
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(4.17a) 
(4 . 1 7b) 
(4 .18a) 
(4 . 1Sb) 
(4. 20) 
The duration of th'~ time segment is dictated by the growth of 
effecti ve stress. r1hen the .affective stress increases by a given per-
cent, Le . ten percent ( tjI = 1.1), a new time segment using the ne· .... value 
of 0* is initiated. 
As an example , tak:ing (a/h) equal to 10 and a * equal to .005 , 
the amplification function ' s accelerated growth causes buck ling at T 
c 
equal to 2 . 59 , as graphically portrayed in Figure 7. Inspection of 
Figure 7 shows that the ampl:ification function growth is very slow. I t 
is on ly over the final 10 pe:rcent of the total lifetime that the ampli-
fication function becomes slli~stantial, indicating catastrophi c buckling. 
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5 . COMPLETE SPHERICAL SHELL 
5.1 Introducti on 
The succeeding chapter presents the creep response for 
the complete spherical shell. 'l'he perturbation solution for trans-
verse deflection is assumed to be 
",\,.......( 
w' = > B (t)p (cos$) J.....J on n 
n"'O 
rn 
where P and P are LegendrE! and associated Legendre polynomials of 
n n 
degree n and order m. 
5 . 2 Basic Spherical Shell E:quations 
,5.2 . 1 Differential Geometry_ 
Stipulating ¢ as ~ and 0 as n , as exhibited in Figure 8 , 
1 2 
defines the position vector equal to 
r "" R(s in$ cossl' + cos4' sinS 1'" - s i n$'kJ , (S. 2a) 
the principl e curvature magn.atudes equal to 
• 1 
K ""_. 
• R 
and 
• 1 
K e = R 
and the differential area equal to 
wher~ , 
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(S . 2b) 
(S . 2e) 
(5.2d) 
and 
B = R. sin¢l 
5.2 . 2 Strain Curvature Relations 
Equations (2.7 a- f) simplify to membrane strains 
"~ ! (u + w + R ' ¢I (W·,t) 2R (5 . 3a) 
"6 = ~. ( v . eCsc~ + u cot$ + W 
(W'S)2 CSC2~) ( 5 .3b) + 2R 
and 
v =!. (u csc' + l OR ' a 't' 
(S.3c) 
and curvature cha."1ges 
1. (u , ~ - WI<jl¢l) K~ = R2 
(S. 3d) 
Ke = 
'E:,sc$ (v ' S - w' seCSC$ ) + cotp (u- w, $) 
R2 R2 
(S.3e) 
and 
cot$ 
The time derivatives of (5.3 ,a- f) a re 
+ w (S .4a) 
+ucot$+w+ (S . 4b) 
Yo = ~:(CSC<l> u' s - v ' ~ + v cot41 + 
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1 . 
"~ • (U'$ - w. H) n.2 
~:sc4> . cotp 
"0 • (V, e - w, eacsc4» + (u- w' <p ) 
R" R2 
and 
- v cot<p 
. 
- w' $Scsc$ + 2w ' scsc$cot$) 
5.2 . 3 Equilibrium Equations 
Equations (2 . 9 a-c) simplify into in- plane equations 
and transverse equation 
Rp8 + N$e , ~ + 2cot4>N$8 + CSC$Ne , e 
1 
+ R (CSC$Me , e + M$8 , $ + 2M$SCOtrp) ; a 
• 0 
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Is.4d) 
( 5 .4e) 
IS .4f) 
(5 :Sa) 
15 . 5b) 
(5 . 50) 
5 .3 Buckling Solution 
In the analysis of the complete sphere , it is assumed the 
dominant solution has point symmetry, loaded in a uniform pressure 
field _ As a consequence , there is no dominant e or $ dependence, 
pe "" P$ = 0 , M' 4>6 == 0 , l-t* 0; l"'e ' and Ne ,.. N* _ 
equilibrium equation sirrqllifies to 
The dominant transverse 
and 
Rp - 2N .,. 0 
. ~ 
The in-plane perturbation equilibrium equati ons reduce to 
M' 9.$ + cob)M ' 4' - cot$H' e + csc$M' 416 . 6 == 0 
csc~M' o,e + M~e . 4> + 2cot$M ' c)6::: 0 
The transverse perturbation equilibrium equation becomes 
+ 2cot4'M ' 4> ,c) - M' If> + C9c2 .pM ' e, ee + 2cot.pcsc4>M' ¢te,e 
+ 2csc$M' $e , .p6 - . cob)M' e , ¢> + W 6 "" 0 
The dominant rates of me.rrbrane strains and curvatures 
changes are 
~ 0 
and 
, 
(5.G al 
(5.6b) 
(5 . Gc l 
( 5 . 6d) 
(5 . 7a-c) 
(5.7d-f) 
Assuming i nextensible buckling the perturbation rates of membrane strains 
a r e ze r o and the rates of curvature changes can be expressed as 
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. 1 K ' : (w ' + w' t ~ifJ) (5.8a) ~ R2 
. 1 (~ , 2 • cot~~ 1 ' $ ) K ' : - + esc 'W· ' eo + (S . 8b) 0 R2 
and 
. 2 . 
2tc: ' 419 : (csc¢cot,w"9 - csc!flw ' ' !fiO) (S. Be) 
R2 
If one examines the perturbation expressions derived for cur-
vature changes when inextensible buckling is assumed (equations 5.8a -
S . Be) , one discovers that they are identical to the curvature change 
expressions derived by Jones and Ahn (1974) . By comparing the formu-
lation of the transverse equilibr ium equations of Walters and Jones and 
Jilin, it is 
w . 
found that Nalters and Jones assumed the - term to be neg-
R2 
ligible in the curvature change expressions , while Jones and Ahn include 
it. The curvature change expressions are assumed to be a function of 
ll , V, and w by Walters and Jones , whi le Jones and Aho assume curvature 
change expressions are just a function of w. If , however , inexte nsible 
buckling is assumed, one can express the in- plane displacements , u and 
v as functions· of the t r ansverse displacement w only, and arrive a t 
the expressions derived by Jones and Mn . Thus , it i s reasonable to 
assume that the transverse equilibrium equation of Walters and Jones 
must be modified by inclusion of the term 
which i s w generated by the - term. 
R2 
(5.9) 
Hence, the modified transvers e perturbation equation becomes 
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+ 2eot~!>I' ~ , $ + 2M ' e + C::SC2 $M ' e , ae 
+ 2eotq,csctPH'tPe , e + 2esc¢lM' ¢lS , ¢i9 -- cot~M ' 9,$ = 0 (S.IOa) 
The in-plane perturbation equations , (S _6 b - c) are rewritten 
in terms of w as 
3 • 
+w " $$4> -
5 2 • ~ (~sc24>~ ' 0 2"w " 4> esc 4>cot$w' 'ee + = 2 2 ~ , .pae (5 . l 0b) 
and 
. 5 4cot2$);, a cot¢w ' ' $e + (- -2 
+ 
2 • 
esc 4>w ', eee 5 + 2" csc$cot$w, 9$$ , = 0 (5 _IDe) 
To remain consistent , the preceding a l1:eration i s only valid 
if equations (5 .10 b- c) are either equal to zero or nearly zero . The 
equati ons can b e nearly zero since the transverSB equation (S _lOal is 
considered the more dominant equation . 
5 _3 _1 Linear Visco-elastic Case 
The dominant t ransverse displacement r 11te- is achieved by sub-
stituting the linear constitutive equation (3 _3a) into t h e equilibrium 
equation (5_ 6a) 
a 2p 
~ 
3" 
Utilizing the following Legendre identities 
Pn'tp.$ + eot¢Pn ' $ + (csc:2$ + ),n)Pn = 0 
and 
m 
+ cott/lP n , Ijl 2~' m + (rn csc t ' $ + ),n ) P n = 0 
where 
),n=n(n+1) 
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(5.11) 
(5.12a) 
(5. l 2b ) 
The perturbation equation (5.l0a) can be recast to 
+ 2)w ' = 0 (5.l3a) 
where 
"2 ( ) = ) '41$ + cot<fJ( )'$ + csc2 ( ) ' se (5.13b) 
and 
3aCtw .= - ~ 
Substituting the ~3sumed solution for the perturbation trans-
verse displacement (5.1) unc,:::,uples the amplification function in the 
form of ordinary differential equations of constant coeffici ents 
$ ).nB 
ron 
3 • 
''2 - An) (2 - An)BOn = 0 
3 + (- - An) (2 -
2 
An)B = 0 
ron 
(S.14a) 
(5 .14b) 
Equation (S.14b) is identica1 to equation (5.l4a) if m is understood to 
include the case m equals ze:r:-o . 
Thus , providing p is constant 
• 
B =< D exp 
mn mn 3 (- -
2 
Hnt I 
'n) ( 2 - An) I (5.15) 
where D is an arbitrary constant - dependent on initial imper fections. 
ron 
Hhen'T' is defined as ¢It a non-dimensional plot , Figure 9 , can 
s 
be constructed to exhibit that the critical mode is n equal to t wo. 
If the flUlction 
~~ 
w ' 2""' m -- = p (cos4» cosme 
D oJ 2 
2m ITF-a 
(5.16) 
is cal culated for a number of points of various 41 and e values using 
computer program A of Appendix (A), the two dimensional contour surface 
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of Figure 10 is gene r ated. On the contour map , pos i tive val ues in-
dicate an outward elevation of the mid-surface from the mean radius , and 
a negative v alue indicates an i ,nward depression of the mid- surface from 
the mean radius , due to the perturbation solution . Since the ell iptical 
mode has been proven to be the most critical mode , it wi l l be henceforth 
assumed that the initial ill1perfections are of the elliptical shape .. 
5.3 . 2 Non-li near Visco-elastic Case 
Substituting the constitutive equati on (3 . Ba) into (5 . 6a) 
produces a dominant transverse displacement rate of 
2 '* eM- I) a p cr 
• 
3" ( 5 . 17) 
In a method si~lar to the l inear case (eqn . S.12a) I the 
perturbation transverse equi,l i briwn equation is transformed to 
+ 2}w I = 0 (S . lBa) 
with 
A = 3 .Ilw (5 . 1Bb) 2 
When the curvature change equations (5 . 4 d - f) are combined with consti-
tutive equations (3 . 8 d-f) and then substituted into equation (5. 10). 
Using the proper Legendre identities (5 . 13 a-b) , and assumed 
solution for w ' (5 . 1) , the uncoupled expressions for the amplification 
function become 
AAnB + 
on 
(l 
- An) (2 
2 
- An)D 
on 
= 0 (5. l 9a) 
and 
3 . HnB + (- - An) (2 - An)B = 0 
ron 2 mn (5 . 19b) 
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where 
and 
Thus , providing p ~ is cons tant 
B 
mn 
5 
= D exp 
(
AnT 
mn (} _ An) ( 2 
D is an arbitrary constant dependent on 
mn 
initial imperfections, 
'f = At 
5 
(5.20) 
The critical mode, as in the linear example, i s n equal to two . 
As with the infinitely long cylinder, the ass~tion that the 
effective stress remains constant must be modified . Effective stress is 
assumed to be piecewise constant. 'rime is divided into a finite number 
of segments within which the effective stress is asswned to remain con-
stant. When the effective stress increases by a given percentage , the 
segment is terminated , and a new segment with an i n creased v alue of 
effective stress is initiated. 
From equation (3.Sb) the effective stress equals 
o· (S . 2Ia) 
where , from equations (1.2 a-£ and 3.8 a- f), the stresses are expressed as 
". 
= 
". 
+ 
". 
• (5 . 2lh) 
"6 = "e + "e • (S . 2Ic) 
T.e = 'f ' ¢B (5.21d) 
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From equation s (S . 7 a-f) and 5.B a-c) expressions (S . 2lb - S . 21d) can 
be expressed as 
"" o· e = 
P R 
• 
2H 
where H is the she l l thickness of the sphere r 
0 ' ~ 
rewritten in terms of w 
1 • 
- e: ' ) 2 e 
(5 . 22a) 
(S . 22b) 
. 
o · :: 
~ 
w ' 
+ ~ " cf!9 + ~COb~ 
. 
w' ' ee 
+ 2 csc2 CP) (S . 22cl 
wh ich can be fur ther simpli fied using Legendre i dentities (5 .12 a- b ) to 
(5 . 22d) 
and i n a similar manne r 
o · e w' $cot$ 
• 2 
+ W" eeCSC ¢ 
1 . 
+ 2' w" $$) (5 .22e ) 
which is simplified t o 
0 ' e 
== KH 0 * (I-H) (9~ ' + ) W' H 
3R2 Vii' 
(S.22£) 
Finall y the shear stress is written as 
K (I-M) • 
== _ . 0 * Y 
3 12 
(5 . 229) 
whiCH , by substituting equation (S . Be) , is 
. 
(w ' ' $ esc$cot$ 
- w' I $ecsc4» (S . 22h) 
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Since the perturhated strains depend only on curvature change 
. 
rates (5 . B a-e) , which are all expressed as functions of w' , i t is 
postulated that the spatial point on the sphere which exhibits the m.u:i-
mum perturbated transverse deflection rate wi ll be the point of maximum 
strains , thus stresses. To locate the point of max imum curvature rate (~ ' ) 
one can utilize a precedure to study maxima and minima of functions of 
several variables outlined by Hilderbrand (1962) . 
( a) 
(b) 
. 
Eval uate W"¢l and w', O and then set equal to zero. 
. . 
Eval uate 
w ' ' $9 w" ee and w' , ~e 
(1) 
(ii) 
if w'$$w ' ee > • • 2 w ' $e 
minimum exists. 
. . . 
i f wl$$w'ee > w'$e 
maximum exists. 
. 
, and w'cfJcfJ > 0 • ,a relative 
and w ' H < 0 , a relative 
From equation (5 .l) the critical value of w ' (n '= 2) is 
with 
p ( cos$) 
2 
pI 
2 
(cos¢) 
p2 
2 
( cos$) 
Thus, 
cosepl (cos$) 
2 
+ COs2ep22 (COS$» 
1 (3cos2 cj1 + 1) = 2 
dP2(cos$) 
= sioejl = 3sin$cos$ d(cos$} 
"" s i n 2 $ 
d2P2(COS$) 
3si02$ -= 
d ( cosejl) 2 
+ &cos2esin$cos$ 
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(5 . 23a) 
(S . 23b) 
( S . 23c) 
(5. 23d) 
( 5.23e) 
W" 8 = -3sin8sin~cos~ - 6sin28sin 2$ (5.23f) 
Both of these expressions (S.23 e - f) are zero when 9 and 8 equal 
n/2 . 
Evaluating the second derivatives 
· w " ~~ ~ 3{sin2~ - cos2$) - 1 2cos8sin4lcos$ 
(5.23g) 
. 
w' a9 = '-3cos8sin$cos$ - 12cos28sin2~ (5 . 23h) 
and 
w ' ' $8 == +3s i n8{cos2$ - sin2$) - 12sin28cos$sin!jl (S . 23i) 
at ~ = "/2 and e "/2 one finds 
· 
w"4I<f! = 9. (S.24a) 
· w·, ee .12 (5.24b) 
· w· '$e ·- 3 (S.24c) 
. . . 
Thus, w" <p</>w" se> , W ' </>8 and a relative minimum e xists at <f! 
equal to n/2 and e equal to n/2 . Noting, however, that the deflections 
rates herein are of a negative sense (B is always negative), the point 
2m 
$ = n/2 , e = 1112 is actuall)! a relative maximum. Further, this conclusion 
is in agreement with the maximum of the deflection f ield illustr ated in 
Figure 10 , which was calculated numerically. 
Substituting valuHS (5.24 a-c) into equati ons (5.22 d , f , h) 
yields 
cr ' = ¢ 
1 KH (l-M) • 
- - cr * B (tl 
2 R2 2m 
(S . 25a) 
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o . = J.~ KH 0* (l-M)S (t) 
e 2' R2 2m 
From equation (5 .15) 
B ' (tl 
2m 
KH o * (l-M}fi (t) 
R2 2m 
P T 
= ~. c (.!) 3 --.!:.. 0* (M- I) exp(~) 
2 2 H k 3 
the perturbated str esses simplify to 
0 ' = 
• 
0 ' 21 ~ p. T = (~) e (- 2 R* - exp = - 70 ' 4 H k 3 
(5.25b) 
(5.25c) 
(5.25d) 
(5 . 25e) 
• 
(5.25 f) 
" ' $8 
~ P z "s 
- 40 ' = 3(- R* - exp(-) = H k 3 4> 
. (5.25g) 
",here 
• 
maximum deviation from radius of imperfections 
R = -
radius 
Hence equation (S . 2 1a) becomes 
+ (0$ + 0 ' $)2 + (0 $ - 70 ' ¢)2 
+ 6(-40$)2JJ, (S . 26a) 
simplified to 
120 a ' + 2000 ' . 2J ~ 
• • y 
(5 . 2Gb) 
Substituting expressions (5.22a and 5.25e) t the effective 
stress equals 
The initial effective stress (T 
5 
(S . 26c) 
0) equals 
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Defining 
and 
~PR [1:. _ 9 R + 112.5(~2R.2] " o • = - - R* 
0 12 H 2 2 H 
" 
0' 
= 
0 
0 
T = A t 
s 0 
1\ = i:nitial value of 1\ (eqn . 5 .18b) 
o 
the effective stress can be recast as 
0 ' 
As an example, with R/H , R* , M, ~ equal to 10 , . 005 , 3 , 
o 
(5.26d) 
(S.27a) 
(5 . 27b) 
(S.27c) 
1.1 respectively , the growth of the amplification funct i on is as shown 
i n Fi gure 11. Note that the amplification function s tays relatively small. 
until the last ten percent of the lifetime of the sphere . As expected , 
the time segment duration decreases as time increases . 
It shoul d be furth_er noted that the in-plane equilibrium equations 
(S .IO b & c) are equal to zero at the point of rnaximtun stress and trans-
verse deflection (ifl = Tr/2 , e = if/2) . 
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6. DISCUSSION 
6 .1 Infinitely Long Cylinder 
6 .1.1 Comparison to Past Results 
'rhe most convenient basis of comparison of the analysis herein 
with past investigations is the predicted critical time of creep buckling . 
'rhe time behavior of the initial irrperfection growth is such that it will 
become large ~d grow rapidly only for time near to the critical time . As 
an aid for the reader, Appendix B has been provided to transform the nota-
tion of past analyses into the notation used herein . 
Hoff et al (1959) pred~ct a critical 10+ + V(~)2) 
t 
cr pm 
8~ 
k 
(~) (M+2) 
h 
time of 
(6.11 
It is at this critical time at which the amplification of the 
initial imperfections becomes indefinitely large . Tne herein results have 
been compared to Hoff in three ways by varying the values of a/h , a *, and 
M in Figures 12 , 13, 14 respectively _ The comparison reveals favorable 
agreement for smal l er alh ratios (a/h < 25) with a* and 1·1 equal to . 005 
and 3 respectively; and small imperfections (a* < .003) wi th a/h equal to 
10 and t·1 equal to 3 _ For large a;h ratios , the Hoff es timate of buckling 
time is approximately an order of magnitude greater than the presented 
analysis . The Hoff solution is less sensitive to larger , gross initial 
imperfections, predicting a collapse time of five times greater than the 
herein analysis when gross impe rfections are assumed. 
The plot of varying cre ep e>"''Ponent, H, (Figure 14) shows excel l ent 
agreement for M equal to one and seven and an estimate five times less than 
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Hoff for M equal to three and five . In Figure 14 , a* and a/h equal 
.005 and 10 respectively. 
The actual t i me history of the two amplification curves are 
nearly ident ical , as exhibited in Figure 15. The amplification of im-
perfections remains very smal l unti l the last ten percent of the life-
time of the cylinder. 
The discrepancy in predicted critical time of the two analyses 
do not seem too serious in the light of the fact that creep buckling 
times are of the order of 10 5 hours, so that excellent agreemen t is ob-
served for the first 104 hours . 
Berman et a1 (1974) presented the particular case of stainless 
steel 304 , which has the material properti es at 10500 F listed in Ap-
pendix C . One fin ds a great overestimation of Berman when cOIIqlared to 
both the analyses of Hoff and herein . Berman p r edicts a buckling time 
for cylinder of ajh equal to 10 and a * equal to . 05 of 1. 743 x l024p -5 · 6789 
•• 
whi l e Hoff predicts 3.6852 x l020p - 5 , 6789 and the herein investi gati on 
• • 
estimat es 1.826 x 1020p - 5 . 6789 . Both the Hoff and herein analysis 
• 
p r e dict a buckling tirre of a:pprorimately four orders of magni tude sooner 
than Berman. The author feels that the calcul ated time of Berman is in 
possible error , since he uses an out- of- roundness ratio of .05 , a very 
gross out- of- roundness for a:ny reali stic engineering design . Further 
Berman fails to update the effective stress with time . The herein 
analysis does predict a buckling t i me of 8 . 3 x 1022p - 5·6789 if a* is 
.. 
. 005 , (an order of magnitude less) and the effective s t ress is not up-
dated wi th increasing time . 
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The numerical analysis of Samuelson (1970) deals with the creep 
response of finite length cylinders subject to both non- uniform and 
uniform loads . Thus , higher harmonics corne into an influencial role in 
the creep process . Further the transverse deflection is dependent on 
the longitudinal , x, coordinate 
00 
~~ 
w' = i...J 
n=O 
ux A (t)cosn9sin 
n L 
Samuelson predicts a buckling time of approximately 100 
(6.2) 
seconds for a cylinder with a/h , L/a equal to 27 and 2 respectively. 
A similar buckling time is found for the same cylinder by the herein 
analysis if H equals 3, a nominal a* . 002, is assumed and ~ is 
p. 
assumed to be of the order 10 8 . Thus , it is possible to state that the 
herein analysis predicts a buckling time of the same order of magnitude 
as Samuelson. 
6.1.2 Elastic Response 
The elastic response of the cylinder can be obtained by sub-
stituting the elastic part of the constitutive relation (3.2a) into the 
transverse equilibrium equat:ion (4.6a) to yield 
The elastic transv~=rse deflection from Roark (1965) is 
w = 
e Roark 
" ao-p 
• 
Eh (l - ~) 2 
If Poisson ' s ratio~ v, equals .3 , the ratio of the herein 
elastic displacement to that of Roark is 1. 07. 
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(6 . 30) 
(6.3b) 
6.1.3 Parruretric Study 
Due to the dependence of the time hist:ory of the transverse 
deflection on a multitude of independent variables , radius to thickness 
rati o (a/h) , out-of-rOlUldness ratio (a.) , material constan t s (M, K) and 
l oading (p ); an indefinitely large nUnQer of paralootric c urves are 
e 
r equired to adequate l Y explore the creep response of cylinders under 
e xterna l p r essure . Th is task is great l y sirnpli fied by the computing 
of transverse displacement (4 .1Sa) us i ng compute r program B of Ap -
p endix A. 
timo , (
t ; ii:')res 16, 17 , and 18 are plots of non-di""nsion~l cri tical 
c
K 
B , versus a/h for creep exponent M: equal to 3 , 5 , 7 re -
spectively . In each case as a/h ratio for a gi ven a * decreases , the 
non- dimensional critical time drasti cally increases . Further , as a * 
increases for a given a,lh ratio, the non- dimensional critical time de-
creases . Of the two parameters, a/h and a* , a,lh is the mor e dominant 
variable. That i s , critical time is more sensi tive to a/h than a * . The 
same conclusion was reached by Hoff (1959). 
Figure 19 ill ustrates the effect of varying the initiation 
point of a new time segment of constant effective stress. If for example , 
t ,P , 
M, a/h, a* equal 3 , 10, . 005 respectively , the value c K 2. equals 
3 . 5 x 10-6 f or time segments which are initiated when the effective 
s tress (4.19) increases by fifty percent (,p :; 1. .5 ) compared to a value 
of 2.2 x 10- 6 when the time segments are initiated when the effective 
stress increases by five percen t (1/1 "" 1.05) , a ratio of 1.6 difference. 
From a practical ocean engineering point of view , a comparison 
of the two most common creep prone materials , a l uminum and titanium, used 
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in the ocean is in order. ~~e alloys used in the comparison are Aluminum 
6061-T6 and Titanium 6Al-2cb-lTa-.08Mo. The room terrperature creep 
constants of these materials· are listed in Appendix C. The titaniwn con-
stants where experimentally found by Chu (1972) , while the aluminum con-
stants by the author. 
'I'he first comparison is non-dimensional critical time verses 
the initial e l astic hoop str'ess, expressed as a percentage of yield stre;ss. 
The yield stresses of Titani urn 621/ . 08 and Aluminum 6061-'r6 are 120 and 
40 ksi respectively. The tw'o materials are compared with two a/n ratios , 
10 and 50; and two a* ratios, .01 , and .OOL A nwnber of conclusions 
can be drawn. The lifetime increases for both material s, approximately 
five times for a/h equal to 10 and forty- five times for a/h equal to 50 , 
with an order of magnitude decrease in initial out-of-roundness ratio 
(a*). Hence, it appears to be more important that cylinders of large 
a/h ratios to be constructed to closer tolerances than cylinders of a 
smaller ajh ratio. Titanium. is the better performer at low stress levels. 
but is surpassed by aluminum, at higher stress l e vels . Imperfections play 
a more important role at higher stress l e vels . Finally , for a stress 
level less than forty percent of yie ld , there is a dramatic increase in 
lifetime. 
The influence the varying a/h at a given stress level, sixty 
percent of yie ld, has on the non-dimensional critical time is portrayed 
in Figure 21. Again, a crossover occurs. For small a/h ratios (a/h < 20) 
tit~'ium is the optimum material, while for larger a/h ratios aluminum 
exceeds titanium. 
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Taking another tack , if a* is varyed 'for a constant a/h (10) 
and a constant stress level , fifty percent of yield, Figure 22 is gen-
erated , a crossover of performance is observed with titanium being 
surpassed by aluminum for grosser tolerances (a* :> .007). 
The most pertinent collation is the compat:ison of the two 
material s at equal pressure levels . As an example , with p~, a*, ajh 
equal to 2000 psi. .001 and 10 respectively titanium out performs 
a luminum by four orders of magnitude , (Figure 23) . Titanium, with its 
superior strength , is able to operate at a much lower percentage of 
yield stress . 
6 .2 Complete Sphere 
6.2.1 Elastic Response 
By substituting the elastic part of the constitutive equation 
(3.2.a) into the transverse equi l ibrium equation (5.6a) , an expres'sion 
for the elastic response i s developed 
w = 
e 3Eh 
(6.4a) 
The elastic deflection given by Roark (1965) is 
w = 
e 2Eh 
Roark 
(6.4b) 
A ratio of the elastic deflection to that of Roark is .86 of u is 
assumed to be . 3. 
6.2 . 2 Parametric Study 
AS with the infin:itely l ong cylinder, the dependence if the 
time history of the transve:rse deflection . on a large number of indepen- , 
dent variables require s the generation of a large assemblage of para-
metric curves to adequately investigate creep response of the sphere. 
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Again , the task is simplified by numerically computing equation (5.1) 
using computer program C of Appendix A. 
Figures 24, 25, and 26 are graphs of non-dimensional time 
(tcp~m) versus R/H for various creep exponents, 1M equal to 3 , 5, 7). 
~he non-dimensional critical time decreases rapidly with both increas-
ing R/H and R*, being most sensitive to R/H. 
The non- dimensional critical time of the sphere i s fairly 
non- sensitive to the duration of the time segments, as illustrated in 
Figure 27. If the updating of effective stress (5.26a) is carried out 
when effective stress is increased by fifty percent (Iji "" 1. 5) the 
t ~ 3 
value of cK 2 is 1.6 x 10-
5
. If, however, the effective is updated 
t p 3 
cr"" • 
when it has increased by five percent, (Iji = 1.05) equals 1.05 
K 
x 10- 5 , an increase of f ifty percent. 
When t he non- dimensional critical time is calculated for 
various initial elastic loadings , expr essed as percentage of yield 
stress, for the two alloys , Aluminum 606l-T6 and Titanium 621/ . 08 , 
Figure 28 is manifested . Initial imperfections a re quite influencial 
on the critical time, causing a two order of magnitude increase for 
alh equal to 10 and six orders of ~gnitude increase for R(H equal 
to 50 with an order of magnitUde decrease in initial imperfections. 
Thus, revealing that for spheres of large R/H ratios, close tolerances 
are a prerequisite . Except for the case of high R/H ratio and gross im-
pe rfections , titanium is the superior material, p roducing a longer 
lifetime. Rapid increase in lifetime is achieved if the stress level 
of the sphere is l ess than .sixty percent of the yie~d stress . 
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When R/H is varied for a given stress level, sixty percent of 
yield, titanium, regardless of the R/H ratio , out-performs aluminum . 
This superiority is even more obvious , as demonstrated in Figure 29 , 
for substantial R/H ratios (R/H > 30). 
If for a constant R/H ratio and a loading of fifty percent 
of yield, the magnitude of initial imperfections is allowed to veer, 
Figure 30 is developed. Again , titanium is always the superior per-
former , especially with small initial imperfections . That is, one 
has much more to gain by machining a titanium sphere to exacting 
tolerances than an aluminum sphere. 
At the same pressure level , the titanium is vastly superior 
than the aluminum, having a lifetime of approximately 7 orders of 
magnitude longer with p equaling 2000 ps i and R* equaling . 001. The 
" 
obvi ous reason being that a titanium sphere will operate a t one- fou rth 
the percentage of its yi e ld s tress at a give n ambien t press ure. 
6.3 Comparison of the Creep Pe r forman ce of the Sphere and Cylinder 
If the critical t,ime of a cylinder and a sphe re of the same 
material at equal pressure levels are compared by plotting the ratio of 
critical time of the sphere to the .critica l time of the cyl inder for 
vari ous a/h ratios, ini tial imperfections, and creep exponents, (Figures 31, 
32, and 33) it i s discovered that regardless of the initial conditions, 
the cylinder has the inferior creep resistant properties . Thi.s point is 
especiaily manifested in the case of titanium, M equals 7. The oscil-
lations observed in Figures 31, 32 , and 33 result from the variation of 
the ratio of the effective.stresses with various a/h and a* combinations. 
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The sphere is mor'c sensitive to variations in initial im-
perfections, which is to be expected since the cylinder is a develop-
able surface and is less constrained than the sphere. 
The sphere has ex.cellent creep characteristics for stress 
levels less than sixty percent of yield stress . The cylinder, on the 
other hand, the stress level must be less than forty percent of yield 
stress for favorable creep properties . 
Finally titanium , because of its hi gh yield stress is in 
every instance the best material to be used in ocean engineering ap-
plications of both the sphere and the cylinder. 
6.4 Design Criterion 
The extensive analys i s present suggests an assemblage of 
simple design guidelines to assist the engineer in developing a cost-
effective, creep resistant design. In most ocean engineering shell 
designs, the major constraint in design is considered to be the minimi-
zation of the weight to displacement ratio of the structure, while 
maintaining a maximum stress level of approximately fifty to sixty per-
cent of yield. It is this constraint which dictates the use of light-
weight, but creep- prone materials i.o the first place . Fortunate ly, 
this criterion i s satisfied if titanium is used rather' than aluminum in 
pressure vessels, even though titanium is 1.5 times as dense as aluminum. 
The reason being, the alumi:num shell would have to be four times as 
thick to achieve a stress field of equal percentages of yield stress. 
Hence, titanium will always give a longer lifetime . 
While the sphere furnishes a vastly superior creep response 
.. . 
than the cylinder, it is mo:re expensive to cons truct and machine. Thus, 
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the engineer must weigh the merits of the costs of materials , con-
str uction and machining of both an appropriate sphere or cylinder for 
his particular s ituation (pressure level and t i me constraints) before 
he develops a final design . 
Regardless , t he s hape of t he ampl i fication curves for both 
the shel l shapes suggest a creep des i gn limit . For approximately the 
f i rst seventy percent of the l ifetime imperfections remain small and 
grow in a linear manner. Thus , an arbitrary design limit can be estab-
lished whi ch states that as long as the imperfection growth becomes 
linear , the design will not creep buckle . The in-service monitoring 
of the creep deformation process is easily accomplished with a three 
element strain gage rossette placed at the point of greatest imperfec-
tion. When the effective stress approaches the magnitude of the yi eld 
stress , the active use of the structure should be terminated . 
6 . 5 Exampl e Calculations 
6 .5 . 1 DSRV ALVIN 
The research submersible , ALVIN , owned by the Office of 
Naval Research and operated by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution , 
has a spherical titanium 621/.08 alloy pressure hu ll. 'rhe 40.005 inch 
r adius hul l has a a/h rati o of 20 and a maximum out- ai- roundness rati o 
(a*) of 0 . 002 . The maximum operating depth is 12,000 feet (5280 psi) 
and a col lapse depth of 18 ,000 feet (7920 psi). 
The secondary c re,ep l aw for '£i 6A1-2cb-1Ta-0.8Mo alloy at 
r oom temperature has been empirically measured by Chu (1972) (Appendix c) . 
While the rneasure~nts we r e done in tension , it i s pelieved that the 
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compressive creep behavior is similar to that of tension. The law i s 
expressed as 
where 
K = 8.3941934 x 1040 ( lb ) 7 
in2 
hr. 
(G.2.) 
(G .2b) 
With values of a/h , a*, M equal to 20, .002 , and 7 respectively. 
the amplification curve of Figure 34 is manifested. If subjected t o 
the maximum ope rating pressure, buckling occurs at a time equal to 
9870 hours. If the submersible is operated at only half its operational 
depth it would not buckl e until 1.85 x 106 hours had past . 
6.5 . 2 SOFAR Floats 
The Woods Hole oceanographic Institution has employed a long 
cylinder which when released at sea sinks t o a depth at which it becomes 
neutrally buoyant. The current measuring floats, first designed by 
Swallow (1963), will fol l ow a water mass of a constant density due to 
the neutrallY compressible, buoyant p r operties . Placed at a depth of 
approximate l y 5000 feet, (the axis of the SOFAR Channel , a horizontal 
channe l, in which the convex shape of the sound velocity- depth profile 
allows sound to be transmitted with minimal attenuation over thousands 
of miles), the floats emit an acoustic tone at a given f r equency . 
The float is then spatially fixed using acoustic triangulation from 
land based lis t ening stations. The floats have been successful in 
tracking eddies in the WHO! MODE progr am. unfortunately, after two t o 
three months , these floats have been found t o sink an additional 230 to 
560 feet, wi th ac~eleratint;J sinking ve locity, (an apparent creep buckling 
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phenomenon). Mavor (1974) computed a linear strain rate of 0.9 ~in/in/hr 
f r om the change of displ ace,ment and an assuxned constant i n situ seawater 
dens ity gradient. 
~- -, pAZ - 1. 371 x 101ft (6.3) 
·where 
p "" density 
Z ::: depth 
The floats are st.andard ALCOA extruded 6061- T6 aluminwn 
cylindrical stock with a mean radius of 5.625 inches , a a/h r a tio of 
7 .5 , an approximate out- af- roundness r atio of 0 . 005 and a l ength of 
17 feet . They operate at a. mean depth o f 5000 feet (2200 psi) . The 
6061-T6 altuninum follows a cubic creep law as experimentally found by 
the author (Appendix Cl 
(6 .4 al 
where 
(6 . 4b) 
Figure 35 display·s the predicted creep response wi th a/h , 
a*, M equal to 7.5 , 0.005, and 3, respectively . 
since the problem is concerned with on l y the first t h ree 
months of the lifetime , the perturbation transverse displacement can be 
considQred l inear. From Figure 35 
. 
w' = 1.13795 ~in/hr. (6.5.) 
From equation (4.1) , the perturbation hoop s train rate is 
. 
. 2hw ' 10- a e' = ._-= 5.3947 x in/in/hr. (6.Sb) e 
.2 
From equation (4. 7b) , the dominant hoop strain rate is 
'W 
ee ;:. "a-
Computing w from equation (4 . 8) yields a dominant hoop 
strain rate of 
Hence , the tota l predicted linear strain rate is 
ee = lee + e Ie = .998 llin/in/hr, 
ten percent greater than thl~ estimate of Mavor . 
(6.Sc) 
(6.Sd) 
(6 . 50) 
This calculation shows that, in fact , creep deformation is 
most probably the cause of "the unexpected s inking of the floats. 
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7 . SU~~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The theoretical investiga tion which has been undertaken into 
the creep instability of th.e infinitely long cylindrical and complete 
spherical thin shells has satisfied the original thesis objective of 
developing a relatively simple analytical method to predict the creep 
deformation process of these shells. It was found that in both shells 
the critical buckling mode is the second elliptical mode . The roles of 
shell radius to thickness ratio and initial out- of-roundness have been 
explored. The relative superiority of the spherical shell over the 
. cylindrical shell has been discussed. 
The investigati on demonstrated that the single most important 
factor in creep design is designing the structure in a manner which 
maintains the stress field at the lowest possible level, thus extending 
thg structure's lifetime. This one factor endorses the use · of high 
strength titanium and the spherical shell in creep design. 
In conclusion , while creep buckling can be a problem in long 
term ocean structures, the nature of the time history of imperfection 
growth , almost negligible unti l the last ten percent of the lifetime , 
allows the ocean engineer to develop a safe design resistant to creep 
buckling with little difficulty. 
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8. REc6r-tMENDATIONS 
Two essential advances in creep design are r equired in the 
future . First, the establishment of accurate creep constants at 
ambient temperatures for common ocean engineering materi als. Second , 
a more advanced theoreti cal investigation which encompasses the 
effects of boundary conditi.ons of such shell s as finite length cylinders. 
and parti a l spherical shells (end caps) . 
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APPENDIX A - COMPUTER UTILIZATIQ~ 
Ii) Computer Program A - Perturbation contour map of the complete 
sphere . 
The following FDR'l'RAN program was developed to compute 
w' /B for a di screte number of points , (50 by 50 grid) in a given 2m 
quadrant. One needs only to i nput the initia'l values of 4' and a 
of a ,gi ven quadrant t o receive the x-y pasi tion and value of w I 152m 
of the before mentioned grid . 
x = sinlflcosB (1) 
y = cos4' (2 ) 
w ' 
2 
I: 
m=0 
m 
p 2 (cos~) cosme (3) 
PERTURBATION CONTOUR NAP OF THE COMPLETE SPHERE 
OII1ENS I CIII T(19) , 1'(19), 1;(19) , EI19) , FI 19), P2(3) 
DO 51 M=l , 4 
READ(8 , 200) U, V 
200 FOIU>1AT (2nD . 6) 
DO 52 N=l, 19 
DO 53 1121 , 19 
B=I-1 
P(I) = . 0174 _5.0_B+V 
S"SIN Ip (I) 
CoCOS (PI I) ) 
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P2 (1 ) "". 5 - (3.0-C __ 2 . 0-1.0) 
P2(2)=3.0- S- C 
W(I)=O.O 
DO 54 J=l, 3 
R=J- l 
I)::COS(T(N) - R) 
54 W(I)=W(r)+wz 
F(I)·e 
WRITE(5,202) E(I) , F(!), Her) 
202 FORMAT( ", 3F1S.5) 
53 COt-.'TINUE 
52 CONTINUE 
51 CONTINUE 
END 
Notation of Program A: 
T 
p 
p2 (11 
P2 (2) 
P2 (3) 
E 
e 
P2 (cos~ ) 
1 
p 2(cos~) 
2 
p 2 (cos~) 
trar$verse displacement/amplification function 
x 
- 102-
F y 
u initial a value 
v initial of! value 
(ii) Computer Program B - Growth of the amplification function of the 
infinitely long cylinder. 
This program was devised so that one inputs a/h, a*, M and 
* /~ and equation (4 . 19) i s computed . The output consists of non-
2 1 
dimensional time (T ), normalized amplification function (A Ie) and 
c 2 2 
:::C(~tri,"'nSional time which is a better indicator of real 
INFINITELY LONG CYLINDER 
MS=3 
J5=<lS 
DO 1 M=l, MS 
READ(B,lOO) B,D,E ,XM 
100 FORMAT(4FIO.6) 
T=D . O 
Y.::::.l.O 
WRITE(S ,lOll B,D ,E , XM 
101 FORMAT ( ' l ' , 5X , 'A/B= ' , FIO.6, ' A"'" ' , FlO . 6 ,lOX, ' PHI::::' , FLO . 6 , lOX, ' M 
1= ' ,FIO. 6 , 1 J, 15X , ' 'l'IME' ,20X, I AMP FN' ,lOX , ' REAL TIHE ' 11/1 
00 2 J=l , JS 
IF (J.GT.l) GO TO 7 
F=l. O 
GO TO 8 
7 Y=E - X 
f':::;Y •• (XM-l. O) 
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WRITE(5 ,103) T ,A, T1 
103 FORMAT (" ,7X, F10 . 3,17X ,F10 . 3, 1SX,E20 . S) 
2 x=y 
1 CONTINUE 
END 
The number of input statements is controlled by the variable 
MS , while the number of cycles for a given set of inputs is control l ed 
by the variable JS. 
Notation of Program 8 : 
T 
A 
T1 
y 
XM 
B 
D 
E 
T 
C 
A Ie 
2 2 
tP m 
• 
k 
a/h 
a * 
(iii) Computer Program C - Growth of the normalized spherical amp l ifi-
cation function with t i me. 
-10 4-
This program is structured exactly as the cylindrical use. 
Equation (5 . 1 ) is computed from the inputs R/H, R* H and 1P 11/1 • 
1 2 
The output received is non-dimensional time (T ), amplification function 
s 
(B ID ) and a second non-dimensional time which is a better indicator o/:ea~mtimeCP: m) . Again. the number of input statements and numbe r 
of cycl es for a given set of input is controlled by the variables MS , 
JS respect i vely. 
COMPLETE. SPHERE 
JS=50 
DO 1 M=o;l,!>1S 
READ(8,lOO) B , D,E,~~ 
100 FORMAT(4FlO.6) 
T=O . O 
Y=l . O 
WRITE(S,lOl) B ,D, I~ 'tXM 
101 FORHAT ( ' l' ,SX, ' AlIi::: ' ,FIO.6,' A::: • ,FIO . 6 ,lOX, ' PHI=' ,FIO.6 ,lOX , ' t-t 
1= ' ,FlO.6,1 I ,1SX, "TIME ' , 20X ,' AMP FN ' , lOX , ' REAL TIME ' ,11) 
DO 2 J=l,JS 
IF ( .. T.GT. 1) GO TO 7 
F==l. 0 
GO TO 8 
F==Y --{XH- l.O) 
8 S=EXP(T- F/3 . 0} 
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G=:E " 2 . 0 - (0 . S+Rl+R2) - 0 . 5 
A~ ( (-Rl/S ) + ( (Rl/S) - _2 . 0+4 . O- G- R2/S - _2 . 0) __ 0 . 5) / (2 . O- R2/S - _2 . 0) 
Tl=-T - 2 ./(9 . _B_ - (XM+2.) _ (1. /2 .- - .5 - (.5-4 . 5 - B- 0+112. 5 - (S - O) - _2 . » 
0.5 - (XM-l.) 
WRlTE(S,103) T,A,Tl 
103 FORMAT( " ,7X , FIO . 3 , 17X , FIO . 3,15X , E20 . 5) 
2 X""Y 
1 CONTINUE 
END 
Notation of Program C: 
T ., 
s 
y 
" 
A B2m/ 0 2m 
tP m 
T1 • :. 
XM M 
B R/H 
D R' 
E 
"/", 
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APPENDIX B - EQUIVALENT NOTATION FROM PAST INVESTIGATIONS 
( i) Hoff , N.J . , Jahsman, Ii . E . and Nachbar, N. "A Study of Creep 
Col l apse of a Long Circul ar Cy l indrical Shell Under Uniform 
External pressure " , J . of Aero Space Science, Vol . 20 , No . 10 , 
1959 . 
Notation of Paper Equivalent Notation 
a a -
aR a X E 2a '/l'(-) 
p h 
-n 
! ,pa) m (2a) 2 t ' E (nk) (p~ (~) - , 3 A). p k h h 
log(l + i (~) --'- 2) 
1 
+ ~/Xo 2) a a-t 
-
'2 10g(1 
cr 2.- 1 
A h/l 
k K 
An 
n M 
where p = h d ' '2 r a lollS of gyration 
R= average radius 
a = shape factor 
X = wei ghted shape factor 
(ii) Berman, 1., Chern, J.N . and Gupta, G. O. lO A Parametric Study 
of Elastic- Plastic Creep Buckling of a Thin Cylindri cal Shell" , 
J. of Pressure vessel Technol ogy , August 1974. 
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Notat i on of Paper Equiva l ent Notation 
+ 
6 w - w- a * = 
0 2a 
a a 
h h 
q p 
• 
(iii) Samue l son, L. A. " Cre:ep Buckling of a Cy lindrical Shell Under 
Non-un iform External. Loads ", Int . J . Sol ids Structures , Vol. 6 , 
1970 . 
Notati on of Paper Equiva l ent Notation 
8 
B K 
R a 
Th e r emainder of the notation is consistent. 
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APPENDIX C - CREEP CONSTANTS OF COI1MON 
<x:EAN ENGINEERING HATERIlIIS 
(i) Titanium 621/.08 (Ti- 6AL-ITa- .8 Mo) 
(0 =. 120 ks il y 
Chu (19 72) found that the creep data of Ti 621/ . 08 at room 
temperature can be represented as 
(1) 
where 
E = creep strain, , 
a = stress . ks i 
t time, hours 
If equation (1) i s plotted at a given stress level, it is 
discovered that after an initial period of primar y creep. the non-
linear viscous behavior of secondary .creep becomes apparent 
as example : for a = 103 . 55 ksi , E = . 1071 llin/in/hr. 
By cal culating the constant strain rates for a number of 
stress l evels the following power l aw emerges 
0 7 = 8.3 x lO~O~ 
where Cf = stress, ps i 
E = creep strain rate, ~in/in/hr 
(iil Titanium 6 - 4 (6AL-4V) 
(0 = 1 35 ksil y 
(2) 
Chu has found the empericu1 equation for titanium 6 -4 at 
room temperature, but has not as yet published it . 
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(iii) Al uminum 6061- T6 (wrought alloy - magnesium a'1d si licon alloy 
solution treated and artifically aged) 
(a = 40 ksi) y 
The author conduc·ted a nwnber of tests in which cylindrical 
columns of Alumanum 6061- T6 were loaded with a uniform load in compres-
sion by a l ever system. 'Deformation was measured using t wo uniaxial 
strain gages mounted on opp,;:>site sides of the column in a series con-
figuration. The series configuration al l owed bending effects to be 
internally cance lled out of the readings by the gages. 
The Aluminum 6061'- T6 was found to abhor to a cubic law at 
room temperature 
( 3) 
where 
a "" :stress, psi 
~ creep strain rate, ~in/in/hr . 
All tests were conducted at high load l evels , g r eater than 
65 percent of yie l d , at room t emperature. The strain rates computed 
are 
. 
0' (psi) ~ (~in/in/hr) 
34670 0.8504 
33750 0.8420 
31450 0.7768 
27615 0.0569 
(iv) Stainless Steel 304 ()I.ustentic) 
Derman .(1974) expresses the secondary c'reep behavior of 
Stainless Stee l 304 at 1050':)F as 
-1l0-
0 5 ' 6789 
= 8 . 035 x lO28~ 
whe re 
a = stress, psi 
£ = creep strain , llin/in/hr . 
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